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Abstract
Structural Operational Semantics (SOS) is a widely used
formalism for specifying the computational meaning of
programs, and is commonly used in specifying the semantics of functional languages. Despite this widespread
use there has been relatively little work on the metatheory for such semantics. As a consequence the operational approach to reasoning is considered ad hoc since
the same basic proof techniques and reasoning tools
are reestablished over and over, once for each operational semantics specication. This paper develops
some metatheory for a certain class of SOS language
specications for functional languages. We dene a rule
format, Globally Deterministic SOS (gdsos), and establish some proof principles for reasoning about equivalence which are sound for all languages which can be
expressed in this format. More specically, if the SOS
rules for the operators of a language conform to the
syntax of the gdsos format, then
 a syntactic analogy of continuity holds, which relates a recursive function to its nite unwindings,
and forms the basis of a Scott-style xed-point induction technique;
 a powerful induction principle called improvement
induction holds for a certain class of instrumented
gdsos semantics ; the Improvement Theorem from
[Sands, POPL'95] is a simple corollary;
 a useful bisimulation-based coinductive proof technique for operational approximation (and its instrumented variants) is sound.
To Appear: 24th Annual SIGPLAN-SIGACT Symposium on Principles of Programming Languages, Paris,
France, January 1517, 1997.

1 Introduction
Methods for reasoning about equivalence in functional
languages are often based upon denotational semantics.
One characteristic feature of such semantics is that recursion in the language is modelled by the construction of a least xed point in some suitable ordered domain of interpretations. The meta-theory of denotational semanticsdomain theoryguarantees the existence of xed points, and provides certain reasoning
principles for recursion based on this theory. Operational semantics can also be used as the basis for reasoning about equivalence in functional languages, and
has recently enjoyed something of a revival. A notable
operationally-based technique is the use of applicative
bisimulation [Abr90, How89, Gor95] to reason about
equivalence.
Comparing the denotational and operational based
approaches, the operational approach has the advantage that it is built up from rather modest mathematical tools; it also appears that the operationally-based
techniques are fairly robust with respect to changes or
extensions to the underlying language. The disadvantage of operationally-based reasoning is that there is no
analogy of the domain theory that underpins the denotational approach. Consequently, any reasoning techniques or tools that are built up from operational semantics must be reestablished, and the same theorems
must be reproved for each operational semantics specication.
In this article we consider some metatheory for operational semantics, by studying a rule-format, gdsos,
 a syntactic schema for SOS rules suitable for specifying small-step evaluation in functional languages. A
number of proof techniques are established for any language whose operational semantics specication matches
the format.
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(nontrivial) relations, each one obtained by instrumenting the gdsos rules with additional resource information, and by deriving strengthened denitions of operational approximation, called improvement, which also
take into account resource use.
A fairly immediate corollary of the improvement induction principle is a generalisation of the Improvement
Theorem [San96b]. The Improvement Theorem for a
specic higher-order functional language has been used
to develop a correctness preserving variant of unfoldfold transformations (in loc. cit.), as well as to give the
rst correctness proofs for some well known transformation methods [San96a].

The contributions of the paper are rstly to lift some
standard proof techniques to the level of a rule format,
and secondly, also at the rule-format level, to introduce a new operational proof technique based on instrumented semantics. Specically, the proof techniques we
establish for gdsos languages are
 least xed-point properties of the style usually associated with the standard denotational approach;
 improvement induction  a new proof technique
based on an instrumented semantics and a corresponding denition of a contextual improvement
relation between terms, and
 coinductive proof techniques of the standard bisimulation variety usually associated with the operational approach.

Functional (bi)simulations and Coinduction
Operationally-based proof principles of a more standard
nature are also established for gdsos languages. We
show that coinductive reasoning techniques based on
bisimulation (à la [Abr90, How89, Pit99, Gor95]) are
sound for reasoning about the various preorders and
equivalences discussed in this article.

Recursion as a Least Fixed Point The properties of
recursive denitions usually associated with the trappings of a denotational semantics can be established
at the syntactic level from operational semantics, with
very little mathematical overhead. We establish a syntactic analogy of continuity which forms the basis of
Scott-style xed point induction. Syntactic continuity
says that a recursive constant f can be characterised
in

terms of its syntactic nite unwindings, f i i 0 . More
specically, f is the least term (up to operational equivalence) which is operationally greater than the f i; moreover, this property is preserved by all syntactic contexts
C [ ]:
i
C [f ] <
 M () 8i: C [f ] < M
where <
ordering: M <
 is the operational approximation

[
]
N i for all contexts C , C N terminates whenever
C [M ] terminates.

1.1 Related Work
Proofs of standard xed-point properties based on operational semantics, for specic languages, can be found
in [Tal85, Smi92, Dam94, MT91, MST96, Pit99]. We
have taken the term syntactic continuity from [Pit99]
although our proof is somewhat more direct, and much
more in the spirit of proofs found in [Smi92, MST96,
MT91].1 The main contribution of this paper for this
kind of theorem is to lift these proofs from a particular
(functional) language to any functional language whose
structural operational semantics t a certain rule format; the rules of [MST96] (a call-by-value functional
language) t the rule format, as do the call-by-name
rules of [Smi92] and [Pit99].
Rule formats are well-known in process algebra (e.g.,
see [GV92], [BIM95]) where the typical theorem established is that bisimulation is a congruence. Aceto,
Bloom, and Vaandrager [ABV94] study axiomatisations
of strong bisimulation for the GSOS format of [BIM95];
to handle potential recursion include an induction principle known as approximation induction.
The use of rule formats in the setting of functional
programs is rather less well-known. Bloom [Blo90] denes a rule format for operators extending the LCF language, and establishes that all such extensions satisfy
a certain operational extensionality property. The rule
format is rather restrictive, does not permit variablebinding constructs, and the arguments are assumed to
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Improvement Induction The following operational variant of the least pre-xed-point property of a recursive
denition is easily established from the syntactic continuity: for all recursive f dened by f = C [f ]
M=
 C [M ] ) M = f
This is sometimes known as Park Induction. Unfortunately, the dual principle, that M <
 C [M ] (or
M
f
,
is
not
sound
in
general.
= C [M ]) implies M <

The idea of the improvement induction principle introduced in this article is to establish M <
 f by establishing some stronger relation between M and C [M ]
than operational approximation. The improvement induction principle shows that there are many possible

1 It should be noted that this is a continuity property of a
particular chain; in general, continuity fails for the operational
ordering (see [Smi92]).

2

evaluate to simple constants.
Howe [How91, How96] denes a rule format for the
evaluation relation for functional languages, and proves
that a functional analogy of bisimulation is a congruence. Our meta-syntax for dening rules is inspired
by Howe's. Our rule format is based on a single step
reduction relation, and appears to be slightly less general, since it seems possible to obtain, from our rule
format for reduction, a natural semantics format which
is subsumed by Howe's. Howe does not, however, consider xed-point properties, or other induction principles other than (bi)simulation. We establish a similar
result to Howe's for gdsos (using the same methods),
but also for instrumented variations of the semantics.
This is a fairly easy adaptation of our earlier work on operational theories of improvement [San91], which gave
more abstract conditions (not based on SOS rules per
se) which guarantee that a certain coinductively dened
class of improvement relations are congruences. We give
some consideration to the special case of purely call-byvalue languages (languages in which all variables get
bound to values) via the notion of value metaterms in
the SOS rules. Howe achieves the same ends by using
call-by-value variables and explicit abstraction over values as part of the ordinary syntax. A yet more elaborate
term-syntax (much more elaborate than needed in our
setting) in which variables are sorted, is described in
[FV95]. They study very basic conservativity properties of SOS rules, but covering a very general class of
languages.
Independently, Kristian Nielsen [Nie96] has recently
introduced a kind of rule format (expressing what he
calls simple functional languages) in both large-step
and equivalent small-step forms. The aims are to develop some generalised theory for partial evaluation and
deforestation. Although notationally rather dierent,
gdsos and Nielsen's format are very close. The most
recent renement of gdsos was to include non-strict
data constructors; the technical development of this aspect (mostly omitted from this version of the paper)
was inuenced by Nielsen's approach. Independently of
Howe's work, Nielsen establishes that applicative bisimulation is a congruence.

tion beginning with M terminates with value V .
Given such a relation, we can build, in a standard
way, denitions of approximation and equivalence. The
operational approximation we use is the standard Morrisstyle contextual ordering. The notion of observation
we take is just the fact of convergence, as in the lazy
lambda calculus [Abr90]. This particular choice is not
central to the development, and could be generalised
by a denition parameterised by a suitable notion of an
observable value.
Operational equivalence equates two expressions if
and only if in all closing contexts they give rise to the
same observation  i.e. either they both converge, or
they both diverge.
Definition 2.1
(i) M operationally approximates N , M <
 N , if for
all contexts C such that C [M ], C [N ] are closed, if
C [M ]+V then there exists a W such that C [N ]+W .
(ii) M is operationally equivalent to N , M 
= N , if
<
M<
N
and
N
M
.



We could also parameterise the theory by a static
typing discipline, which would only allow the comparison of certain well-typed terms, and then only in appropriately typed contexts. This adds noise but relatively little eect to the developments in this paper,
since most of the theorems are proved directly from the
operational semantics, and this, by denition, is independent of static typing. Adoption of a dynamic typing
discipline would require more fundamental changes to
the framework.

2.2 Structural Operational Semantics
In this article we will consider evaluation relations which
are dened in terms of a ner one-step evaluation relation, 7! ; we dene M + V for some value V if M 7! V .
The mechanism we consider for dening 7! is the wellknown Structural Operational Semantics (SOS) [Plo81].
SOS is a syntactic style for presenting an inductively
dened transition relation between machine congurations, given by cases according to their syntactic
structure. In our setting, the machine congurations
will be simply closed terms. As an example we present
the one-step evaluation relation for the lazy lambda calculus [Abr90], together with booleans and conditionals,
in Figure 1. For this language the values are deemed to
be true , false , and any closed lambda-term. It is easy
to see that 7!, and hence + are partial functions.


2 Preliminaries
2.1 Operational Orderings
To dene what it means for two programs to be equivalent, or for one program to approximate another, we
use an evaluation relation as our basic building block.
An evaluation relation, + , is a binary relation between
closed terms and values; values are themselves just terms
of a particular syntactic form. If M + V then computa-

3 Second Order Abstract Syntax
We introduce an abstract syntax for specifying functional programs, and for specifying the gdsos rule for3

M 7! M
M N 7! M N
(x:M ) N 7! M fN=xg
0

0

M 7! N
if M then N1 else N2 7! if N then N1 else N2
if true then N1 else N2 7! N1
if false then N1 else N2

7! N2

Figure 1: Example SOS Rules
over by V , W . Metavariables will range over both terms
and operands (abstractions); value metavariables will
range over only those terms which are deemed to be
values. With each metavariable X , we associate an arity (X ) which is a natural number. The idea is that
metavariables of arity 0 will range over terms, while
meta variables of higher arity will range over abstractions. Value metavariables always have arity 0.

mat given in the next section. Our syntax follows [How91]
very closely, but is fairly standard from the point of view
of formal specication of syntax which includes variable
binding operators such as lambda abstraction (e.g., see
[NPS90, Klo80, PE88]).
First we x a countably innite set Var of ordinary
variables. A language L is specied by (amongst other
things) a set of operators O of a xed arity . As usual,
the arity species the number of operands for each operator, but it species more than just this, since we wish
to specify the syntax of operators with binding. Each
operand is possibly an abstraction, i.e., a list of zero or
more distinct variables followed by a term, where the
variables are considered bound in the term. The arity
of an operator is therefore given by a sequence of natural numbers; the length of the sequence is the number
of operands, and the natural numbers are the number
of bound variables associated with the corresponding
operand. For example, the language implicit in the
rules of Figure 1 would be represented in this syntax
by the set of operators f; apply ; if ; true ; false g with
arities () = (1), (apply ) = (0; 0), (if ) = (0; 0; 0),
(true ) = (false ) = ().
Let x, y, etc., range over Var , and let p , q range
over O.
The terms of L, T , ranged over by M , N are dened
inductively as follows:
x2T

Definition 3.1 To dene the metaterms for a given
language L, we dene an indexed set of meta-abstractions
fMTi gi 0 , (ranged over by M, N , etc.) inductively according to the following rules:


x 2 MT0

X 2 MTn

(X ) = n

M 2 MT0
(x1 ; : : :; xn)M 2 MTn
M1 2 MT0   Mn 2 MT0 (X ) = n
X  (M1 ; : : :; Mn) 2 MT0
M1 2 MTk1 : : : Mn 2 MTkn (p ) = (k : : :k )
1
n
p (M ; : : :; M ) 2 MT
1

n

0

Then we dene the metaterms to be MT0.
The construct X(M1; : : :; Mn) denotes meta-application. Metavariable X , of arity n, ranges over abstractions of n variables. When X is replaced by such an
abstraction, the meta-terms M1 ; : : :; Mn will be substituted for the respective abstracted variables. Let 
range over second-order substitutionsnite mappings
from metavariables to abstractions of corresponding arity (and such that value meta-variables can only be
bound to values). Thus if (X ) is dened then it has
the form (x1; : : :; xn)M . The operation of second order substitution is dened as for normal substitution,
except that if (X ) = (x1; : : :; xn)M then

M1 2 T    Mn 2 T
p ( (~x1)M1 ; : : :; (~xn)Mn ) 2 T
where (p ) = (k1 ; : : :kn )
and each ~xi is a list of ki distinct variables.

For example, the term (x:y)z would be written in this
abstract syntax as apply (((x)y); z ). Where we need
to distinguish between the terms from dierent languages we will write T (L) for the terms of L.

3.1 Meta Terms
(X(M1; : : :; Mn)) = M f(M1 ); : : :; (Mn)=x1; : : :; xng:
In order to formalise the rules of a structural operational
3.2 Values and Metavalues
semantics for such a language we introduce a syntax
for meta terms. We begin by xing a a countable set
Before we introduce the gdsos rule format we need to
of metavariables Mvar ranged over by X , Y , etc., and
specify the set of terms deemed to be values. In addition
a disjoint set of value metavariables, ValMvar , ranged
4

The SOS rules for each operator p of arity (k1 ; : : :kn )
consist of jI j inference rules, where I = strict (p ), together with possibly innitely many axioms of the following forms:

to the arity, a language L comes equipped with a specication of a syntactic strictness property for each operator. For each operator p of arity (p ) = (k1 : : :kn)
we must specify a set strict (p )  f1 : : :ng  which we
call the set of strict arguments of p . This set satises
the property that i 2 strict (p ) ) ki = 0  in other
words strict arguments cannot be abstractions.
Furthermore, each operator of the language is classied as either a constructor or a non-constructor. We
use c , c etc. to range over constructors. Values are
built inductively from the constructors; meta-values are
a particular set of metaterms which only match values.
Definition 3.2 The set of values, Val , ranged over by
V , W etc. is the subset of the terms of a given language
dened inductively as follows:




Xi 7! Yi
p (X1 : : : Xi : : : Xn) 7! p (X1 : : : Yi : : : Xn) i

I

2



0

p (M1j ; : : :; Mnj ) 7! Mj


j 2J

for some indexing set J such that if p is a constructor
then J = ;, and such that for all i 2 I , j 2 J ,
(i) Mij is a simple metavalue; other metaterms Mhj
h 62 I are metavariables;
(ii) metavariables Xi and Yi are distinct, and all metavariables and value metavariables occur at most
once in any metaterm except Mj ;
(iii) the set of left-hand sides of the axioms are nonoverlapping (that is, there is no second-order substitution which unies any two left hand sides);
(iv) there are no free (ordinary) variables in Mj .
The operational semantics for a language L is dened to be in call-by-value gdsos format if it is in
gdsos format, and additionally all meta-applications
X  (N1 : : : Nn) occuring in the Mj are such that all
closed instances of the Ni are necessarily values.
Before giving some examples of rules in this format we give some intuitions for the requirements of the
gdsos format. The collection of jstrict (p )j inference
rules for each operator in gdsos format reect that evaluation steps may occur in any of the strict arguments.
The side conditions can be explained respectively as follows:
(i) implies that the axioms can only be applied once
all the strict arguments have been evaluated to a
value. The denition of simple metavalues ensures
that the evaluation step can only depend on the
constructors of these values;
(ii) prevents the rules from depending on syntactic
equivalence of arbitrary terms;
(iii) is needed to ensure that the evaluation relation
derived from the system is deterministic;
(iv) ensures that free variables are not introduced by
reduction (and hence is also needed for determinacy).
The denition of call-by-value gdsos will be used to
rene certain proof principles to the special case of callby-value languages.

fMj 2 Val j j 2 strict (c )g
c ( (~x1)M1 ; : : :; (~xn)Mn ) 2 Val

The set of simple metavalues is a subset of the metaterms
dened inductively by the following rules:

ValMvar  Mval
fMj 2 Mval j j 2 strict (c )g
fMk 2 Mvar j k 2 f1 : : :ngn strict (c )g
c ( M1; : : :; Mn) 2 Mval
Example If stream is a constructor of arity (0; 0) which
is strict in its rst argument, then stream (true ; X ) and
stream (V ; X ) are simple metavalues, but stream (X ; Y )
is not (it matches some non-values), and neither are
stream (V ; stream (X ; Y )) or stream (true ; V ) (they are
not simple).
4 The gdsos Rule Format
The purpose of introducing metaterms is to describe
the rules of a structural operational semantics. As an
example, an axiom for a call-by-value application operator, @ might be written: @(X ; V ) 7! X  V :
Such a rule schema denes transitions on terms as follows: for all second order substitutions  which map
X to some closed abstraction (x)M and V to some
closed value, we have that (@(X ; V )) 7! (X  V ) =
M f(V )=xg. Here we use the metaterms to dene a
particular rule format, the gdsos format.
Definition 4.1 (gdsos) The operational semantics for
a language L is in Globally deterministic SOS format
(gdsos format) if the one step evaluation relation can
be expressed by rules of the following forms.
5

Examples Here we give some examples of operators
which can be expressed in gdsos format. The rules of
Fig. 1 can all be written in this format. Consider a slight
variation: a call-by-value application operator. This
operator is strict in both arguments. The associated
rules are:

by gdsos operators is parallel-or [Plo77], which returns

true if either of its operands can be evaluated to true ,

and diverges i both operands diverge. For more on
the operational representability of parallel-or for PCFlike languages, see [JM91]. Parallel-or is interesting
(only) because its addition to the language makes the
usual denotational semantics fully-abstract. Since we
work directly with the operational orderings, full abstraction is not an issue.

Z 7! Z
Y 7! Y
@(Y ; Z ) 7! @(Y ; Z )
@(Y ; Z ) 7! @(Y ; Z )
@(X ; V ) 7! X  V
0

0

0

0

4.1 The Evaluation Relation for gdsos
The rules of a gdsos induce a one step transition relation on closed terms of the underlying language L in the
obvious way. Let 7! denote the reexive and transitive
closure of the one step evaluation relation. Convergence
is dened as follows:
Definition 4.2 Closed term M converges to value V ,
written M + V if and only if M 7! V .
Proposition 4.3 Relation + is deterministic (up to
).
Proof. By showing that the conditions on the rules
guarantee that 7! is strongly conuent the result follows
by a simple diagram-chase.
2

As an example of a operator which is strict in no arguments, consider a local recursion construct with concrete syntax letrec x = M in N , and with a computation rule:



letrec x = M in N 7! N fletrec x = M in M=xg

The letrec operator has arity (1; 1), and letrec x =
M in N has abstract syntax letrec ((x)M; (x)N ). The
rule is



letrec (X ; Y ) 7! Y  letrec (X ; X )
As a more involved example, consider a simple Miranda
or Haskell-like list comprehension with concrete syntax
[M j x 2 N; P ], representing the list of M 's, for each
element x in the list N which satisfy P . The variable x is bound in M and P , so in abstract syntax this
is represented by an operator lcomp of arity (1; 0; 1).
The operator is strict in its second argument, and the
associated rules (where cons and nil are constructors)
are:

5 Fixed-Point Properties
In this section we present the syntactic continuity
property for gdsos languages with recursion. For the
reader interested in an outline of the proofs we include
further details in the appendix. The main point of interest in the proofs is that we sketch how gdsos languages
can be reduced to a simpler dsos format for which 7!
is deterministic.

Y 7! Y
lcomp (X ; Y ; Z ) 7! lcomp (X ; Y ; Z )
0

0

Recursion There are many equivalent forms of recursive denition. In what follows we will consider gdsos
languages containing constants as specied by recursion equations. The addition of such constants does not
change the expressive power of a gdsos language2 but
eases the job of proving xed point propertiesin particular since the recursive constants are not variables,
so cannot be captured.
A recursion equation h = M is taken to be synonymous with a non-constructor h of arity (), with gdsos
rule h 7! M . In particular we consider languages in

lcomp (X ; cons (Y1; Y2); Z ) 7!
if (Z  Y1; cons (X  Y1; lcomp (X ; Y2; Z );
lcomp (X ; Y2; Z )))
lcomp (X ; nil ; Z ) 7! nil
Here the rules assume that cons is lazy (i.e. strict (cons )
= ;). The rules for a strict version of cons dier only
in the use of value metavariables in place of metavariables Y1 and Y2.
To represent a primitive function like addition, or a
length function for strict lists one can give direct definitions using the fact that an innite number of axioms
are permitted by the rule format.
Curried operators cannot be directly represented,
but can be encoded in terms of lambda abstractions.
An example of an operator that cannot be represented

2 More precisely, under the assumption that the language already contains some nonterminating term, then the addition of
any recursive constants conservatively extends the theory of operational approximation. Interestingly, to prove this conservativity
property we rst need the syntactic continuity result.

6

6 Instrumented gdsos
We introduce instrumented versions of gdsos rules, obtained by labelling the axioms with some resource information. This induces a resource-labelled evaluation
relation. Resources are partially ordered, and from this
we dene a resource-based strengthening of operational
approximation called improvement. M is improved by
N (with respect to some instrumented semantics) if in
all closing contexts if C [M ] terminates then C [N ] terminates using fewer resources.
Definition 6.1 (Resource Structure)
A resource structure is a quadruple hR; ; 0; i where
hR; i is a partially ordered set of resources, and hR; ; 0i
is a commutative monoidthat is to say, `' (composition of resources) is an associative, commutative operation on R with 0 as an identity.
A resource structure is dened to be monotonic if
r  0 for all r 2 R, and if composition is -monotonic,
so that r  s ) 8t: r  t  s  t.
It is dened to be well-founded monotonic (or simply, well-founded ) if, additionally, > is well-founded
(where r > s () r  s & r 6= s) and composition is
>-monotonic.
As an example of a monotonic resource we might take
R to be the powerset of non-constructor names, with
composition given by set union, zero by the empty set
and ordered by subset inclusion. As an example of a
strictly monotonic resource we can take hIN; +; 0; i.
We will instrument gdsos by resource information
from a resource structure. The key features of the definition, and how they will be used in the remainder of
the article are as follows:
 We use `' to combine the resources of each reduction step to obtain a resource-labelled evaluation
relation; the monoid structure in the denition of
a resource is just sucient to make the resulting
instrumented evaluation relation deterministic;
 the partial ordering will provide us with a notion
of improvement which is a preordering;
 monotonic resource structures are those for which
we provide certain coinductive proof techniques in
Section 8;
 well-founded monotonic resources will form the basis of the improvement induction proof technique
given in Section 7.
The use of a monotonic resource to instrumenting semantic denitions is fairly natural, and is anticipated
by Gurr [Gur91] (there called a commutative ordered
monoid ) in the context of monadic semantics.

gdsos format which contain some recursively dened
constant
 Cf [f ]
f =
where we assume that the (closed) context Cf does not
contain occurrences
of f . Now we also assume a set of

constants f i i 0 dened inductively by


f 0 = f 0
 Cf [f i]:
=
We will call such a language
a gdsos language with

recursion. The functions f i i 0 form a chain, bounded
above by f :
Proposition 5.1 For any gdsos language with recurf i+1



sion,
(i) f 
= Cf [f ].
i+1
(ii) For all i  0, f i <
 f <f .
The point of the functions f i i 0 is that they completely characterise the behaviour of the function f .
This is the essence of the xed-point induction principle of Scott-style denotational semantics. The main
property which justies this is thefollowing syntactic
notion of continuity for the chain f i i 0; f the least
upper bound of this chain, and contexts preserve this
property:
Theorem 5.2 (Syntactic Continuity)
For any gdsos language with recursion, for all contexts
C [ ], and expressions M we have
i
C [f ] <
 M () 8i: C [f ] < M
Proof. Details in the appendix.
2
From this we can establish some other standard xed
point properties. We already know that f satises f 
=
Cf [f ]. The least-xed-point property asserts that f is
the least expression (up to 
=) satisfying this equation.
The following is a slight strengthening:
Theorem 5.3 (Least Pre Fixed-Point)
For any gdsos language with recursion, if M is a closed
expression satisfying Cf [M ] <
 M then f < M .
Proof. By Theorem 5.2, it is sucient to show that
8i:f i < M . This follows by an easy induction on i; we
know that f 0 <
M (Prop 5.1). Suppose f k <

 M . Now
k
k
+1
]
[
,
and
so
by
the
induction
hypothesis
and
f
C
f 
= f
k] < C [M ].
[
2
f
congruence we have f k+1 
C
= f
 f
It is also possible to build up various xed-point induction principles. The following is a good starting point
and is an easy corollary of Theorem 5.2:
Corollary 5.4 If for all n  0 we have C [f n] <
C [f n],

then C [f ] <
 C [f ].
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Definition 6.2 For a given resource structure, an instrumented gdsos is dened by labelling each axiom
with some resource r 2 R, and by labelling the transi-

We want to nd an analogy to this that allows us to
establish that M <
 f . What we seek is a relation A
such that
M A C [M ] ) M <
()
f
As mentioned in the introduction, taking A to be simply
operational approximation or equivalence is not sucient3
 for example if C is the trivial context [ ] and f therefore never terminates, then this would allow us to show
M<
f for all M !
Rather
than focussing on syntactic properties of C ,
the improvement induction principle provides a relation
A (or rather, a set of nontrivial such relations) which
makes () hold. The relation in question is based on
the improvement relation of some well-founded instrumented gdsos. Assume that we have an instrumented
semantics over some well-founded resource structure for
which f 7!r C [f ] for some r > 0. Then the following
property holds:
r
M
 7!!  C [M ] ) M  f

tion of each inference rule with a resource (meta)variable
 thus:

Xi 7! Yi
p (X1 ; : : : Xi ; : : : Xn) 7! p (X1 ; : : : Yi ; : : : Xn)
This induces a resource-labelled transition system on
terms in the obvious way. Now we dene the multiplestep labelled transition relation inductively as follows:

 M 7!0! M for all M
t
st
 M 7!s N and N 7!!
N then M 7!
! N.
0

0



Finally, dene the resource-labelled convergence relation between closed expressions by:
For all closed M , V , dene M +r V i M 7!r! V .
It follows easily from the transitivity and commutativity properties of resource composition that for each M
there is at most one resource r and value V such that
M +r V . Now for each instrumented gdsos we dene
an improvement relation by strengthening the requirements of the operational orderings:
Definition 6.3 With respect to a particular instrumented gdsos dene
(i) M is improved by N , M 
 N , if for all closing
contexts C , if C [M ]+r V then C [N ]+sW for some
s  r;
(ii) M is cost equivalent to N , M 
N , if M 

N
and N 
M
.

Certain properties of improvement follow easily from
the denition; it is a preorder which is closed under syntactic contexts in other words, it is a precongruence.
Note that for the trivial monotonic resource structure
in which R is just a singleton set, the improvement relation degenerates to operational approximation. Note
also that improvement implies operational approximation, and cost equivalence implies operational equivalence.

) M < f

where 
7 r!  is just composition of the relations, so
!

r
M
 7!!  N i there exist N1 , N2 such that
r
M
 N1 , N1 7!! N2 , and N2  N .

The improvement induction theorem gives a slightly
more general variant of the above property, by removing the dependence on the recursive constants f . First
we introduce some new notation.
Dene the following relations on expressions:
def
r

= 
 r def
 7!!r 

 r = 
 7!! 
:
Intuitively, M 
 r N says that M is improved by N and
that any evaluation of N would be faster than M by
at least r. If r  s then we have that

 =  0   s   r

Using this terminology we state the main theorem:
Theorem 7.1 (Improvement Induction) For any wellfounded instrumented gdsos, for all closed C , M , N
and all resources t > 0,

t C [M ]
M 

) M  N:
and N 
 t C [N ]

7 Improvement Induction
In this section we present the improvement induction
principle which holds for any well-founded instrumented
gdsos. The basic idea of the theorem can be motivated
as follows. The least xed-point principle says that for
 C [f ] we have
f dened by f =
M=
 C [M ] ) M = f

3 One way around this problem is to restrict attention to only
certain classes of context C for which this does hold; this technique is used extensively in process algebra (e.g., see [BW90]) but
is rarely used in the functional setting  although a few related
techniques have been described  see e.g., [Car84] and [Cou79].
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if ng  nh > 0 then the Improvement Theorem still
holds. This veries a conjecture in [San95a] about socalled weighted improvement relations, which are used
to establish the correctness of a higher-order variant
of Scherlis' expression procedure transformation framework. The Improvement Theorem for this version of
improvement provides a much simpler correctness proof
than that presented in [San95a].
Space does not permit an illustration of the utility of
the Improvement Theorem in establishing the correctness of program transformations; we refer the reader to
[San96b, San96a] for a number of substantial applications.

Example 7.2 Consider an instrumented version of the

lazy lambda calculus over the well-founded resource structure hIN; +; 0; i, in which each axiom is labelled with
1 (i.e., each reduction step costs 1). We will show that
x
= (x:f:f (x x f ))(x:f:f (x x f ))

where x = f:f ( x f ).
Let P be the expression x:f:f (x x f ). Note that
1 f:f (P P f ), and hence that
P P 7!
PP

= f:f (P P f ):

It follows by the least xed-point property (Theorem 5.3)
that x <
 P P . To prove the reverse inclusion we use
improvement induction. From the above reduction we
see that P P 
 1 f:f (P P f1), and from the denition
of x we know that x 
 f:f ( xf ). By improvement induction we conclude that P P  x, and hence
that P P 
= x.

7.1 Open Improvement Induction
The improvementinduction principle is stated for closed
expressions and contexts. Our proof extends to open
expressions in two important special cases, according
to how improvement behaves under the application of
substitutions.
Theorem 7.4 The Improvement Induction Principle (as
stated in Theorem 7.1) holds for open C , M and N in
the following case:
(i) if 
 is closed under substitution (i.e. M  N
implies M  N for all ), or
(ii) if 
 is closed under value-substitutions (substitutions of values for variables) and the language is
in call-by-value gdsos format.
A sucient condition for improvement to be closed under substitution is if a call-by-name let-expression is
expressible (up to operational equivalence) in the language; 
 is closed under value substitutions providing
a call-by-value let-expression is expressible.

In the above example the 
 r -property needed to
apply improvementr induction is established very simply
by the fact that 7!!  
 r. In our experience, only
relatively simple properties need be established to apply
improvement induction to good eect. One factor that
aids reasoning is if there exist closedr contexts Cr with
the property that for all N , Cr [N ] 7!! N . In this case
we can reduce reasoning about 
 r to reasoning about
r N () M  Cr [N ]. In the case of
 , since M 


applications of the Improvement Theorem (below), the
Cr are just r-fold compositions of an identity function,
and the specic improvement laws for Cr are what are
known as the tick algebra of [San96b].

The Improvement Theorem The Improvement Theorem from [San96b] is a simple corollary of improvement
induction:
Corollary 7.3 (Improvement Theorem ) For any
instrumented gdsos over the well-founded resource structure hIN; 0; +; i, if all the axioms for recursive constants are labelled by some resource n > 0 then we
have the following:

If g = M and M 
 C [g] then g  h, where h = C [h].

8 Coinductive Proof Techniques for gdsos
We have established a number of proof techniques for
operational approximation and equivalence which hold
for languages whose operators are in gdsos format.
The proofs of these theorems work directly from the
denition of operational approximation (although we
do simplify the gdsos format somewhat, as outlined in
the appendix); however, in applications of the theorems
we need to prove (hopefully much simpler) properties
about operational approximation and improvement in
order to make use of the theorems. For example, in Example 7.2 we tacitly assumed that 7!  
=, but we did
not actually prove it. Proving such simple properties directly from the denitions is certainly possible,
but somewhat tedious. Here we establish a simpler
(but not necessarily complete) method for reasoning

n
Proof. Since g 7!
M (by denition) and M 
n C [g],
n C [g]. Also by denition, h 7! C [h],
we have that g 

and since 
 is reexive, we have h 
 n C [h]. Now
we have, directly from Theorem 7.1 that g  h.
2

The signicant advance of Corollary 7.3 is that here it
is established for any gdsos language. A minor variation allows n to be dierent for each recursive constant;
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about improvement (and hence also operational approximation) for any monotonic instrumented gdsos language. The basic idea is now well-established (see e.g.,
[Abr90, How89, Gor95, Pit99]): to establish M 
 N it
is sucient to nd a certain coinductive relation which
relates M and N .
Definition 8.1 A binary relation I on expressions is
an open improvement simulation (respectively, an open
value improvement simulation ) if whenever M I N then
for all closing substitutions  (respectively, closing value
substitutions), if

the number of silent transitions a process can perform.
It seems that a similar development to [San97] can be
carried out in the setting of a well-founded gdsos, and
roughly speaking, amounts to generalising the improvement induction principle from a pair of expressions to a
possibly innite set of pairs. Such a development would
put improvement induction on a bisimulation-like footing, but we leave it for future investigation.

Bisimulation upto Improvement and Context
In [San97] we described a bisimulation-like proof technique for equivalence based on the Improvement Theorem of [San96b], with something of the avour of Sangiorgi's bisimulation up to context and up to expansion for the pi-calculus [San95b, San94], where expansion is analogous to an improvement relation based on

Acknowledgements The more basic dsos rule format
given in the appendix was communicated to the author by Davide Sangiorgi (INRIA) [personal communication], who proposed the format during an extended
discussion on proof techniques for functional programs
(in particular the Improvement Theorem) and the relation to proof techniques for the pi-calculus. Thanks

9 Conclusion and Further Work
We have established a number of proof principles for
r
functional languages whose validity for any particular
M+ c ((x1 )M1 ; : : :; (xn)Mn )
s
language
can be established by simply considering the
then N + c ((x1 )N1 ; : : :; (xn)Nn )
syntactic form of the SOS rules. These principles infor some s, and N1 : : :Nn such that r  s and Mi I Ni ,
clude the standard denotational properties which chari 2 1 : : :n.
acterise a recursive denition in terms of its nite unwindings, as well as the standard operational techniques
Theorem 8.2
based on (bi)simulations and coinduction. We have also
introduced a new operational proof technique, improve(i) For any monotonic instrumented gdsos if I is an
ment
induction, of which the Improvement Theorem is
open improvement simulation then I  
.

a corollary.
(ii) For any monotonic instrumented call-by-value gdsos
In future work we hope to investigate more expresif I is an open value improvement simulation then
sive
formats, possibly dealing with control operators like
I   .
callcc, with bounded nondeterminism, and with operations acting on state. It may be natural in these setProof. In both cases it is sucient to prove that the
tings
to consider alternative semantic styles, such as
maximal improvement simulation, given by the union
natural
semantics, or evaluation-context style (see the
of all improvement simulations, is a precongruence reappendix
for an example). A promising starting point
lation. This is established by instantiating the main reis
the
recent
metatheory for languages with control and
sult of our earlier work [San91], which extends Howe's
eects
described
by Talcott [Tal97]. Talcott describes
proof techniques [How89, How96] to handle improvesome
properties
which
must hold of a reduction relament relations.
2
tion which guarantee that a form of context lemma is
sound. The abstract properties given are closely related
The proof technique also applies to operational approxto certain fundamental technical properties that we esimation, taking the trivial (necessarily monotonic) intablish (Proposition A.6)for the simpler dsos format
strumentation where the resource is just a singleton set.
in the appendix. The class of languages considered are
Unfortunately, the proof technique is not always comcall-by-value lambda calculi extended with binding-free,
plete; for some instrumented gdsos languages there
completely strict operators. It would be interesting to
are pairs of closed terms which are not contained in
see if an improvement induction principle can be estabany improvement simulation, but which are in the imlished for Talcott's class of languages. It would also
provement relation. General conditions for completebe interesting to provide a syntactic front-end, in the
ness are somewhat dicult to establish, although for the
form of a rule format, for Talcott's work.
special case of operational approximation completeness
Other metatheory worth investigating includes abamounts to showing that there are suciently many
stract interpretation [CC92, Sch95, GD95] and call-bydestructors for each constructor  see [How96] for a
need theories [Lau93, AFM+ 95].
precise formulation.
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compositional translation,  , from T (L) to T (K ) such that

8M; N 2 T (L):

M

 L N ()

M

 K N

The proof is by a uniform construction of a language K and
a translation from T (L) to T (K ). The general construction is rather technical so we will not present it here. But
the basic idea is to introduce a new lazy constructor for
the constructor components of every value (c.f. Nielsen's
value skeletons [Nie96]); the nonstrict parts form the respective (lazy) arguments.

A.2 lazy-gdsos reduces to dsos

We outline how any language in lazy-gdsos format can be
systematically represented by an extended language (that is
to say, a language with some additional operators) whose
SOS rules are in a simpler format: Deterministic Structural
Operational Semantics. This can be done in such a way
that the evaluation relation, and the operational approximation (improvement) relation for the extended language
are conservative extensions of those relations for the underlying language.
Definition A.2 (dsos format) A language is in dsos format, if it is in lazy-gdsos format, and if each operator is
strict in either zero or one argument (in which we assume
that it is strict in the rst argument).
As a simple consequence of the denition, the one-step transition relation for a dsos language is deterministic. For example, the application rule for the lazy lambda-calculus is
in dsos format, since it is strict in one argument.
The idea is that any gdsos language can be extended
such that all the rules of the extended language are in dsos
format. For example, the call-by-value application operator
is strict in both arguments:

A Technical Development
In this section we present highlights of the technical development, leading to sketch proofs of the main theorems,
syntactic continuity and improvement induction.
The rst part of the technical development is to reduce
the task of proving theorems about gdsos to that of proving
corresponding theorems about a simpler rule format which
we call dsos. dsos is a subset of gdsos in which the onestep evaluation relation is deterministic, and all constructors
are lazy.
In order that theorems about dsos can be applied to
gdsos we need to show that there are fully-abstract translations from any gdsos language to a dsos language. The
result of these constructions is the following: in proofs of
syntactic continuity and improvement induction rules we
can assume, without loss of generality, that the rules are
in dsos format.

Z 7! Z 0
Z 7! Z 0
@(Z ; Y) 7! @(Z 0 ; Y)
@(X ; Z) 7! @(X ; Z 0 )
@(X ; V) 7! X  V

To represent this by a dsos language, we add a new operator
of arity (0; 1). The dsos rules in the extended language
are:
@

Z 7! Z 0
@(Z ; Y) 7! @(Z 0; Y)
@(X ; Y) 7! @ (Y ; X)

Z 7! Z 0
@ (Z ; X) 7! @ (Z 0 ; X)
@ (V ; X) 7! X  V

This idea extends uniformly to all operators which are strict
in more than one argument, and this provides the basis for
the following:
Proposition A.3 Any language L whose operators are in
(instrumented) gdsos format can be represented by a language L0 in dsos format such that L0 includes all the operators in L, and such that for all M , N 2 T (L), M 
L

A.1 gdsos reduces to lazy-gdsos

A gdsos language is in lazy-gdsos format if all constructors
are lazy (strict in zero arguments). The following proposition states that there is a fully abstract translation from
any instrumented gdsos language to an instrumented lazygdsos language.

N

12

()

M

 L

0

N:

such that M 0 7! N 0 is an instance of an axiom of the dsos
(we say that M 0 is a redex).

We omit the details of the proof, but it is based on a (compositional) encoding like the one above, with the slight dierence that we eliminate all value metavariables (like V above)
in favour of a rule for each possible constructor. The idea of
the additional operators is that they remember the constructors of the values which have been evaluated so far; the
arguments of the additional operators include one argument
for each operand of these constructors.

Reduction Contexts with Holes A reduction step of a
term of the form C hM i, if M 62 Val , satises the follow-

ing informal property: either the reduction step does not
depend on M (it is uniform in M ) or it occurs inside M .
This property holds in any language in dsos format, and
captures a common case analysis used (usually informally)
when reasoning directly about operational approximation.
The property is formalised below.
The following denes a particular set of contexts  namely
reduction contexts with additional h i-holes:
Definition A.5 Let R^ , R^ 0 , the reduction contexts with holes,
be dened as follows:
 [ ] is a reduction context with holes;
 if p is a nonconstructor of arity (0; k2 ; : : : kn ) which
is strict in one argument (the rst argument), and ~xi ,
i 2 f2; : : : ; ng is a vector of ki distinct variables, then

A.3 Context Notation and Reduction Contexts

The denition of operational approximation and equivalence
involve the notions of a context. The denition of a context
is the usual one. In particular the holes in a context occur
in place of terms, and not arbitrary operands (abstractions).
As is also usual, a context may capture free variables in the
term placed in its holes. In reasoning directly about the operational orderings for a language in dsos format we will do
some proofs directly involving manipulation of contexts. For
this we need a more general form of context in which more
than one distinct type of hole may occur. These are sometimes called polyadic contexts. In fact for present purposes
we will be able to make do with just two distinct holes,
denoted by [ ] and h i.
Contexts C , C 0 etc. will now denote contexts containing
zero or more occurrences of two distinct types of hole, [ ] and
h i. We will adopt the convention that when we write C h i
we are indicating that context C contains no occurrences
of the hole [ ], and vice-versa. As an example, if C is the
context (x:[ ]) h i then C [x]htrue i is the term (x:x) true .

^ ; (~x2 ):C2 h i; : : : (~xn ):Cn h i)
p (R

is a reduction context with holes.
Lemma A.6 For any instrumented dsos language, for all
contexts C h i, and all closed expressions M 62 Val , if C hM i 7!r
^ , C 0 h i such that C 
M 0 , then there exists contexts R
^Rh i[C 0 ] and exactly one of the following two properties
hold:
(i) either the reduction is uniform in M :
there exists
a context C 00 , such that for all closed N ,
r

Reduction Contexts An alternative (but equivalent) pre-

sentation of the one step evaluation relation is in terms of
a simple form of contexts containing a single occurrence of
a single hole, known as reduction context [FFK87] (or evaluation contexts). A reduction context is used to specify the
position in a term where the next reduction step can be
performed. As an example, for the language in Figure 1
the reduction contexts R are contexts given inductively by:
R ::= [ ] j R M j if R then M else N : We will use a
reduction context presentation of the rules to simplify some
of our reasoning.
Definition A.4 The reduction contexts for a language in
dsos format are dened inductively as follows:
 [ ] is a reduction context;
 if R is a reduction context, and p is a nonconstructor
operator strict in its rst argument, then a well-formed
context of the form p (R; (~x2 )M2 ; : : : ; (~xn )Mn ) is a reduction context.
Given this denition, it can be seen that the transition relation generated by the rules of a dsos can be equivalently
represented by the collection of axioms
fR[M] 7! R[N] j M 7! N is an axiom of the dsos g :
The determinacy of the system guarantees that if M 7! N
then there exists a unique reduction context R, and unique
terms M 0 and N 0 such that M  R[M 0 ], N  R[N 0 ], and

C 0 hN i 7! C 00 hN i

(ii) or the reduction is inside M: C 0 = h i and M 7!r .
The proof is by induction on the context C .

A.4 Proof of Syntactic Continuity

Recalling Theorem 5.2 we need to show

() 8i: C hf i i < M
= f 0 and f i+1 = C hf i i. By Proposi-

C hf i <
M

where f = C hf i, f 0
tion A.3, it is sucient to assume that the language is in
dsos format.
()) Follows from Prop 5.1, together with the congruence property of <
.
(() Under the assumption that 8i: C hf i i <
 M we
will show that for all closing contexts C0 [ ], and all natural
numbers n, if C0 [C hf i] converges in n steps then C0 [M ] converges. From the assumption, and the congruence property
of <
, it will be sucient to show that C0 [C hf n i] converges

(intuitively, if the computation takes n steps, then we can't
need more than n unwindings of the recursion), and this we
do by induction on n.
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Let C1 h i denote the context C0 [C ].
Base: n = 0 Then C1 hf i 2 Val , andnhence C1 must have
an outermost constructor. Hence C1 hf i 2 Val .
Induction: n > 0 In this case we have C1 hf i 7! N for
some N such that N converges in n ?1 steps. We proceed by
case analysis according to Lemma A.6. C1 can be written
as R^ h i[C 0 ] for some R^ and C 0 h i. The Lemma gives us
two cases, corresponding to whether f is involved in the
reduction step or not. In the rst case there exists a C 00
such that for all closed L, C 0 hLi 7! C 00 hLi. So in particular
we have that

by lexicographic induction on hu; li (recalling that u is an
element of a well-founded resource structure).
Assume for some arbitrary closed C , that C hM i+u in
l steps. We must show that C hN i+u using the induction
hypothesis:
and

We proceed by case analysis according to the length l of the
computation:
Case 1 (l = 0) In this case C hM i 2 Val , and hence u = 0.
Since r > 0 it follows from Proposition A.7(ii) that C 6= h i,
and hence C has an outermost constructor. This implies
C hN i is also a value, and hence C hN i+0 .
Case 2 (l > 0) In this case C hM i 7!s M 0 for some s, M 0 .
Since M is not a value (as argued above), we can consider
cases according to Proposition A.6:
Case 2.1 (The reduction step is uniform in M ) In
this case C can be written as R^ h i[C 0 h i] and

^ hf i[C 0 hf i] 7! R^ hf i[C 00 hf i]  N
C1 hf i  R
n
^
h
i
h
and C1 f  R f n i[C 0 hf n i] 7! R^ hf n i[C 00 hf n i]:
Now since R^ hf i[C 00 hf i] converges in n ? 1 steps, by the induction hypothesis we conclude that R^ hf n?1 i[C 00 hf n?1 i]+ :
n
Since f n?1 <
 f we can conclude by congruence that
^Rhf n i[C 00 hf n i]+ , i.e., that C1 hf n i+ .
In the second case we have C 0 = h i and hence the redex
is f itself. By denition, f 7! Cf hf i and f n 7! Cf hf n?1 i. So
in this case we have

^ hf i[f ]
C1 hf i  R

8C 0 : 8s < u: C 0 hM i+s ) C 0 hN i+s
8C 0 : (C 0 hM i+u in l0 < l steps) ) C 0 hN i+u

R^ hM i[C 0 hM i] !
7 ss R^ hM i[C 00 hM i]+t
0
R^ hN i[C hN i] !
7 R^ hN i[C 00 hN i]
for some C 00 , and some t such that s  t = u. Now we consider

7! R^ hf i[Cf hf i]  N

and C1 hf n i  R^ hf n i[f n ] 7! R^ hf n i[Cf hf n?1 i]:

cases according to the value of s:
Case 2.1.1 (s = 0) In this case R^ hM i[C 00 hM i]+u in
^ hN i[C 00 hN i]+u :
l ?1 steps, so by the induction hypothesis R

u
But since t = 0 then C hN i+ .
Case 2.1.2 (s > 0) Since composition is <-monotonic
for a well-founded resource, it follows that t < u, so by
the induction hypothesis we have R^ hN i[C 00 hN i]+t : Hence
C hN i+st=u .
Case 2.2 (The reduction step is inside M ) In this
case C can be written as R^ h i[h i]. Since M 
 r C0 hM i, by
^
^
r

h
i[
]
h
Lemma A.7 (i) we have R M M  R M i[C0 hM i] and
hence by Lemma A.7 (ii) R^ hM i[C0 hM i]+t for some t such
that r  t  u. Since r > 0 it follows that t < u, and so
by the induction hypothesis R^ hN i[C0 hN i]+t . Now from
Lemma A.7 (iii) it follows that R^ hN i[N ]+rtu .
2

But R^ hf i[Cf hf i] converges in (n ?1)-steps, and so by the induction hypothesis we have R^ hf n?1 i[Cf hf n?1 i]+ which implies that R^ hf n i[Cf hf n?1 i]+ : Hence we can conclude that
2
C1 hf n i+ as required.

A.5 Proof of Improvement Induction

We will make use of the following notations:

 M +r () 9V: M +r V
 M +rs () M +r & r  s
 M +s () 9r: M +r & r  s

We will need the following simple properties about the improvement relation over any instrumented dsos language:
Lemma A.7 For all closed M and N
(i) M 
 r N ) R[M ]  r R[N ]
s
t
(ii) (M 
 r N & M + ) ) N + where s  r  t
tr
t
(iii) M 
 r N ) (M + () N + )

The proof of the extension of the theorem to open expressions, in the special cases given in Theorem 7.4, follows exactly the same structure as the above proof. The dierence
is that we need a more elaborate version of Lemma A.6 in
which uniform computation is described by extending the
evaluation relation to contexts. This is technically a little
problematic (see for example [Tal97] for one approach based
on substitution-decorated holes); our approach  which will
be described elsewhere  is to use second-order syntax for
contexts. This combines smoothly with the use of a secondorder syntax for SOS-rules so as to obtain, for free, a
denition of context-evaluation which commutes with holelling.

The proofs are straightforward from the denition of 
 r and
the fact that improvement is a congruence.
Now we proceed to the proof of the improvement induction principle. From the assumptions that M 
 r C0 hM i
r
and N 
 C0 hN i for some r > 0, we are required to show
that M 
 N . We prove this by showing that
for all closed contexts C , if C hM i+u in l reduction steps then C hN i+u
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